DS450®
High-Throughput Scanner and Tabulator

Patented IMR® and PTRAC®
IMR® and PTRAC® technology provides unparalleled accuracy that reduces time-consuming manual ballot adjudication.

C-Curve
C-Curve efficiently transports ballots into the appropriate output bin.

Input Tray
C-Curve efficiently transports ballots into the appropriate output bin.

Output Bins
Sorts ballots and vote summary cards into:
- Requires further review
- Write-ins
- Counted

Touch Screen Display
Walks the operator through every step of the tabulation process.

Paper Path Jam Management
LED light tracking feature enables easy management of ballot jams – prevents need to rescan entire batch.

72
The number of 14-inch flat ballots processed per minute
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DS450 Key Features

Customizable sorting is now more affordable than ever with the DS450 central scanner and tabulator. Process more ballots in less time, without stopping to sort overvotes, write-ins or blank ballots. ES&S sets the industry standard for high-speed scanners. The DS450 embodies the spirit of the DS850 while maintaining an efficient throughput along with affordability for jurisdictions.

SECURE

System integrity and electronic audits make the DS450 part of the most dependable family of central vote scanners and tabulators in its class. Safeguards, such as data encryption and digital signatures, help protect sensitive data and verify authenticity, including certification of firmware.

FLEXIBLE

With three separate output bins, you can determine whether to outstack specific types of ballots for further review. Let the DS450 handle separating write-in votes, overvotes and blank ballots – all without missing a beat.

ACCURATE

ES&S-patented IMR® and PTRAC® technology ensures ballots are read accurately and consistently, protecting voter intent and minimizing manual adjudication.

HIGH THROUGHPUT

Achieve faster sorts without stopping for each blank ballot with the DS450. It scans and sorts 14-inch double-sided ballots at 72 per minute into three output bins.

FOLDED BALLOT PROCESSING

The DS450 is designed with a series of TruGrip™ rollers, which maintain constant contact with the ballot surface, ensuring quality control throughout the entire tabulation process.

For more information visit www.essvote.com